Guest Proﬁler Report

Interactive Destination Guest Tracking Technology
Aggregated Property Guest Data

-

Identify Top US Markets

-

Booking Lead Times By Region

The Guest Proﬁler is a dynamic reporting tool that provides a snapshot of where your destination guests are coming from,
when they are booking, when they’re arriving, how long they’re staying and their demographic proﬁles.

The Process

We help you identify a representative set of properties in your destination and invite them to participate and submit their
guest data. On a quarterly basis we request zip code, booking date, arrival date, length of stay and party size. An easy export
from a property’s property management system makes the data collection quick and painless. We do not collect any guest
contact information such as name, email or phone number.
We then aggregate and report this guest-centric data set and provide your destination with a snapshot of your guest and
their travel and booking patterns. Plus, by cross-referencing the data against the U.S. Census Bureau database, we can tell
you even more about your destination guests.
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Actions & Results

The Results

The resulting reports are provided through an online dashboard that offers a unique opportunity to analyze the resulting data
using an interactive mapping function to drill down to speciﬁcs and glean more about your guests.
The aggregated property data is matched up with a Designated Market Area (DMA) and linked to U.S. Census Bureau statistics for that zip code. When presented together we can show you the median age, household income, # in household, education level and racial proﬁle for every zip code in all of your markets.
The Guest Proﬁler is completely interactive; simply use our report generator to apply the ﬁlters you want, and the data are
presented back to you immediately as a scatter map with the added functionality of a full table view format. Filters can be
applied so you can search by arrival date, departure date, length of stay, number of guests or any/all of these at once. You
can also download your ﬁltered report output to a spreadsheet so you can manipulate it in any way you see ﬁt.
As is always the case, individual property-level data is strictly conﬁdential. Once it is aggregated into a destination view,
making individual data indistinguishable, access to the report generator is given to the destination representatives and
participating properties only. Users can run reports as often as they like and as many reports as they like.
See synopsis on second page and view a sample report here or contact Katie Barnes 970-390-4370 or kbarnes@destimetrics.com
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Once collected and aggregated, an interactive
scatter-plot map is presented, along with an
interactive dashboard, allowing data to be
searched, sorted and presented in almost
unlimited ways.

Zip code data, when merged
with US census data,
provides rich demographic
information about your
destination guests.

Resulting report detail can be saved and downloaded or printed in table views, allowing for an
analytical tool that helps determine and deliver the
right message to the right guest at the right time,
potentially increasing the effectiveness and return
on investment.

See sample report here or contact Katie Barnes 970-390-4370 or kbarnes@destimetrics.com
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